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Abstract. Models, which represent in 3 dimensions the geometric elements of a city, are called 3D city
models. Those models are used for an intended wide range of applications beyond mere visualization. Such
uses are made possible by enriching the geometrical aspects with urban or environmental data that cannot be
perceptible to a user without a visual abstraction. Using such models implies interacting with them in order
to perform specific tasks related to the visualized data. Those data are potentially heterogeneous in terms
of types, scales, issues, etc. When creating an enriched 3D city model, the designer faces the problem of
choosing the most relevant visualization techniques for those heterogeneous data that have to be displayed
within the same scene. In this paper we address the problem related to the visualization of enriched 3D city
models by proposing a formal representation of existing visualization techniques in the form of an ontology
of 3D visualization techniques. We also show how this ontology can be used for computational reasoning
and help for the selection of visualization techniques by checking if a technique is compatible with a dataset
to display or to a technique already selected and used in the same scene.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since the 1960s, the imagination in the human computer interaction field has been focused on the idea
of representing the real world in a virtual way. The concept of 3D interfaces has thus been explored
and enriched continuously by new approaches of visualization. In particular for representing geometric
elements of a city, we use 3D city models. For different usages, these models are enriched by information
covering multiple issues.
Each type of enrichment data can be interpreted and transformed into a visual rendering leading to
the design of different visualization techniques. The number of visualization techniques of enrichment
information and virtual reality technologies is increasing. Nowadays, rendering a large amount of
information within a 3D city model is becoming a less tedious task than it used to be. Regarding the
number of available approaches, a designer of 3D city model should consider existing techniques in
order to reuse them and reduce costs instead of starting from scratch. In order to collect the necessary
knowledge about available visualization techniques for 3D display in a given case, a designer is obliged
to go through a large amount of scientific or industrial documentation. This documentation can have
different types going from detailed specifications to only general information. This variety in the
description of visualization techniques cannot fulfill the information need of a 3D designer.
Some researchers have realized the fact that “no author or group of authors has written a
comprehensive and authoritative text on the subject, despite a continuing and rich set of research
findings, prototype systems, and products” [1] (Jim Foley in the foreword of the book “3D User
Interfaces”). For this purpose, [1] had the initiative of writing about the concept of 3D user interfaces
in order to give a large literature reviews and a set of examples and guidelines to understand this
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research field. Learning about this field is not the only way for an advanced 3D designer to deal with
the problems of offering effective and useful 3D displays. This domain is quite rich and large, so it is
time consuming to be aware of all the novelties that may be useful in a particular case to display an
amount of heterogeneous information (data sets) that have to be visualized together. This is why we
propose an ontology driven knowledge base that allows a designer to get all the information he needs
about the visualization techniques that are relevant for his/her context. Building this ontology of 3D
visualization techniques relies on defining a formal representation of the different concepts related to
3D visualization techniques and their evaluation. In this paper we address the problem related to the
visualization of enriched 3D city models by:
– proposing a formal representation of existing visualization techniques, in the form of a knowledge
base of 3D visualization techniques that can be used for computational reasoning;
– representing and collecting usability evaluation results for each of the 3D visualization technique
when available;
– defining rules about visualization techniques used in the same scene or about the compatibility of
a technique with a data set to display;
– express user needs in terms of ontological tasks such as subsumption computation or logical query
evaluation.

2. STATE OF THE ART
2.1 Enriched 3D city models
Models that represent in 3 dimensions the geometric elements of a city are called 3D city models.
A large number of 3D city models have been recently created or are in the process of creation, for an
intended wide range of applications beyond mere visualization. CityGML [2] is the first standard related
to 3D city models. CityGML attempts to provide a description of 3D elements like relief, buildings,
traffic infrastructure, water bodies, vegetation or city furnitures with their geometry, topology (spatial
properties), semantic properties and relevant attributes. The attributes cover classification, function and
actual usage of an object. Those objects have been identified to be either required or important in
many different application areas. CityGML is also extendable to adapt to the requirements of specific
applications. Such extensions have been defined for different issues such as noise, with noise immissions
added to buildings, roads or railways [2]. We thus obtain 3D city models where the geometrical aspects
have been extended with urban or environmental data that can be called enrichment data.
If visualization is one of the main uses of enriched 3D city models it is not the only one. The EU
COST Action TU0801 considers 3D city models – semantically enriched with the knowledge underlying
in data and models related to urban issues – as potential planning and decision-making tools whose
assessment has still to be processed [3]. The use of enriched 3D city models for helping decision making
in the urban domain is related to tasks performed by the user of such models and for which he/she has
to navigate in or over the 3D model. Typical tasks include evaluation of urban projects in terms of
quality of life (including visual aspects), evaluation of the impact of projects on the urban landscape
and on other factors. Such tasks imply the visualization of data that can originate from different fields
like transport, construction, air quality, noise, etc.; be of different kinds such as quantitative measures
of noise or qualitative soundscapes; take different forms, from structured data provided by geographical
information systems to unstructured documents; have different scales (city as a whole, buildings, etc.);
be not directly georeferenced (legal text for example) although they have a spatiotemporal coverage.
Although those data have to be represented with all their characteristics (type, georeferencing, urban
or environmental field to which they are issued, etc.) their visualization can use techniques used in 3D
virtual environments.
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2.2 Representation of 3D visualization techniques
Gathering or accessing multiple information and enrichment data about 3D city models is an important
task. Many approaches and systems are available for seeking and organizing enrichment information [4].
Researches have been driven in order to make a best use of this enrichment knowledge by means of
proposing new 3D visualization techniques [1]. Visualization techniques for 3D virtual environments
are extensively used in simulation environments, video games, tutoring systems, etc. In the context
of an enriched 3D city model, visualization techniques define a visual rendering of enrichment data
allowing the user to explore and manipulate a large set of information.
Nevertheless only a few authors have attempted to classify these techniques to compare and evaluate
them. Many documentations are focused on the description of new interaction techniques or software
and hardware settings used in specific applications, most of them presenting also user studies for
experimental evaluation. However, few works have been driven and can be found in literature trying
to formalize the description of 3D User Interfaces [5]. For modeling and organizing knowledge about
a specific domain, there are different existing approaches. Ontologies are lately one of the most used
tools to establish a knowledge management solution [6]. These are engineering artifacts [7] that need
to be constructed, refined, updated and integrated based on knowledge from domain experts. Formal
ontologies are based on logical formalisms, they offer a possibility for human users and software agents
to share and use knowledge.
Different classifications, terminologies, taxonomies or ontologies have been defined in the field of
visualization, with different aims. [8] presented the design of a visualization ontology, which aims
at providing more semantics for the discovery of visualization services. This ontology treats the
problem of designing visualization techniques from an application level and processing but it does not
detail the specifications of these techniques. The Top Level Visualization Ontology (TLVO) defined
by [9] aims at providing a common vocabulary to describe visualization data, processes and products.
Based on an analysis of visualization taxonomies and on recent work in visualization ontologies, [10]
propose some modifications to the TLVO in order to better represent the visualization process and data
models. For the purpose of describing visualization techniques and their evaluations, this ontology is
not the best choice because it does not represent all the required concepts; for instance, there is no
representation of 3D visualization, neither the evaluation of these techniques nor the representation of
the usage context. [11] aims to developing a unifying ontology, which is applicable in visualization
systems. By systematically reviewing existing models and classifications, they found in particular that
most visualization knowledge is stored informally in terminologies and taxonomies – thus being not
directly usable for computational reasoning – while the few existing visualization ontologies do not
sufficiently represent existing domain knowledge and, furthermore, are not accessible to public. More
recently, [12] have created a visualization ontology to support a recommendation system for the selection
of visualization components.
In our case, we aim at organizing and formally representing knowledge about visualization
techniques for enriched 3D city models. Existing ontologies cannot be entirely reused as they focus
on the visualization process and not on the required entities for an effective representation and reuse
of visualization techniques. By means of the proposed ontology of visualization techniques we intend
to: (i) propose a formal representation for describing existing visualization techniques, (ii) define rules
for combining and reusing these techniques, and (iii) show how selection tasks, such as checking if a
technique is compatible with a dataset to display, can be expressed in terms of ontological tasks such as
subsumption or logical query evaluation.
2.3 Evaluation of 3D visualization techniques
When designing an enriched 3D city model, the designer faces the problem of choosing the most
relevant visualization techniques for viewing the geometric and the enrichment data. This means that
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the selected techniques must at least be able to display the desired information (effectivity); efficiently
support the user task(s); not negatively interfere with each other (e.g. by hiding information). Given
the vast amount of visualization techniques that have been developed over the last decades, and the
variety of visual contexts, user tasks, and data types, the selection of relevant visualization techniques is
far from trivial. When the evaluation results are publicly available they can be used to help selecting a
technique.
An example of such a case is [13], who proposes two new visualization techniques for enhancing
the visibility of road labels in 3D navigation maps, the expected enhancement being defined relatively
to the baseline approach (which is used in almost all existing navigation systems such as Google Earth)
and confirmed by a user study. In fact we usually don’t have such evaluation results. On the contrary
many visualization techniques are used in 3D geographic information systems (3D GIS) by many users
and for many tasks without any evaluation. While not formally assessed the utility of such visualization
techniques still exists. Visualization techniques used in 3D video games can also be considered as some
of them are close to 3D enriched city models. It is the case with Simcity, for example, which is a citybuilding and urban planning simulation computer game [14]. But, in the case of video games if intensive
evaluations of the 3D visualization techniques used have been performed, their results are usually kept
secret. [15] has investigated the domain of abstract information integration into interactive 3DVEs.
He highlighted that there are many different approaches in order to help the user perform specific
tasks.
In order to be able to decide about the usability of a visualization technique, designers use evaluation
methods. Most of the evaluation methods have been originally conceived for 2D usability evaluation
and then they were adapted and extended to support 3D user interfaces evaluation [16]. The number of
evaluation methods of 3D user interfaces usability is continuously growing. There are different kinds of
evaluation methods such as heuristic evaluation [17] or formative evaluation [18] etc. Formalizing the
representation of 3D visualization techniques for enrichment data is not enough for using the resulting
knowledge base. To define and decide about the usability of such techniques in real cases we should
collect and organize all the information related to their evaluation. This brings us to also define a formal
representation of the concept of usability evaluation for 3D user interface in the case of enriched 3D
city models. First, we have to be able to classify evaluation methods and identify their metrics. Second,
we have to take into account the context and tasks of the evaluation. Which leads to the fact that the
generality of the evaluation results depends on the generality of the context. This is why we also need
to consider formalizing the context representation [19] and task descriptions [20].
3. METHODOLOGY
We address the problem related to the visualization of enriched 3D city models by proposing a
framework in order to help a designer of an enriched 3D city model to choose the best visualization
techniques for the data to visualize, the context in which this visualization will take place, and the task
that will be performed by the user. The proposed framework comprises an ontology of 3D visualization
techniques, a knowledge base containing the description of specific techniques, and selection tools that
rely on this knowledge base. An ontology-based approach enables not only a formal representation of
existing but scattered knowledge about visualization techniques but also computational reasoning based
on different criteria. These criteria can be related to the usability evaluation of a technique, as evaluation
results will be stored in the knowledge base.
The research methodology we used to create the ontology and the knowledge base consists in the
following main phases:
1. Conceptualization. We obtained a conceptualization of 3D visualization techniques by collecting,
adapting, and extending models, existing ontologies and taxonomies about 3D visualization
techniques described in the literature.
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Figure 1. Methodology of the creation of an ontology of 3D visualization techniques and of the knowledge base
associated.
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Figure 2. Specification of the interacting modules of the ontology for representing visualization techniques.

2. Formalization. We formalized the obtained conceptualization in the OWL2 ontology language.
More precise knowledge (for instance, generic data/technique compatibility) was introduced as
ontology axioms.
3. Extension towards evaluation. The ontology has been complemented with a formalization of
evaluation techniques directly drawn from human-computer interaction reference literature.
4. Populating the knowledge base. To obtain a knowledge base of visualization techniques we
analyzed formal and informal descriptions and evaluations of 3D visualization techniques used
(or proposed) in 3D GIS, 3D video games, and other applications.

4. ONTOLOGY OF 3D VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUES
4.1 Modules of the ontology
The design of the ontology is based on our study of the issue of visualization of enrichment information.
In the section 2.3 we have identified that the use of visualization techniques representations depends also
on their evaluation based on a context and tasks. Thus, as expressed in Figure 2, two modules compose
this ontology.
The first module is related to the representation of 3D visualization techniques. The second
module focuses on describing the evaluation of those techniques with regards to a specific or generic
context related to a 3D model and a set of different tasks that a user can perform.
4.2 Visualization techniques module
This section describes the main concepts used to represent visualization techniques in the ontology.
They are named Visualization_Technique and Data_description as each visualization technique applies
to data that are specific to it and that need to be described.
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Figure 3. Specification of the Data_Description concept (in graph form on the left, in OWL [22] on the right).

Data_Description concept
The description of a data includes the following elements:
– a data type, which can be, for example, a text, a string, an audio or video element, a scalar,
a vector or a combination of those elements [21];
– a data format: describes the extension of the files containing the data, such as jpg, pdf, or xml,
...;
– the environmental issue to which it is related the enrichment information: air quality, noise, . . . ;
– the urban object(s) to which it is related, if any, . . . ;
– a (geo)localization in the 3D model, which can be in the form of coordinates, of a geoname,
object related or another type of coverage;
The description of a data is represented in the ontology as a concept related by properties to the
previous elements defined themselves as concepts.
A specific data object is represented as an instance of the Data_Description concept.
Visualization_Technique concept
A visualization technique is characterized by the following elements: a data description, an output
location, a visual rendering, some visual attributes, a reference and example-s:
– Data Description. It represents the input to the technique and will be transformed into an output
view based on different criteria of the metaphor of rendering and the output location manipulation
and definition. Each data description can be used as input for many visualization techniques;
– Output Location. The output location describes the rendering criteria. It is specified in terms of:
location (position and orientation), interaction and scale. It also represents the placement of the
visual rendering regarding the object and the virtual environment: whether it is attached to the
object, or displayed on the floor or on top of the user, etc.;
– Visual Rendering. The visual rendering represents an object abstraction before rendering it on the
screen. It’s about information that is viewable on the screen using a visualization technique [23];
– Visual attributes: they describe the visual aspects related to the technique: whether the data
support is transparent or not, whether the size is fixed or dynamic, etc. [23];
– Reference: it is a link to a document describing the technique;
– Example: it is a link to a 3D prototype or an image capture of the technique’s implementation.

4.3 Evaluation module
The purpose of enriched 3D city models evaluation is the identification of the usability of 3D techniques
that are used to visualize enrichment data. Based on our study of the evaluation concept in section
2.3, we have managed to identify the majority of the related issues and concepts. Our interest for
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Figure 5. Specifications and representation of the Evaluation concept.

representing evaluations is in the same level of our interest for representing visualization techniques.
Collecting information for describing techniques is not enough to offer a framework to integrate and
reuse them. We need to have information about their usability in a context of a 3D city model. The
access to the evaluations of 3D visualization techniques allows us to have a record about the usability
evaluation’s results for these techniques in a given context. Once we manage to gather these results and
classify them by type (effectiveness metrics, effectivity metrics and user satisfaction metrics), we can
run advanced processes in order to compare 3D visualization techniques and help a designer to decide
about the usability of these techniques is his/her context.
Representing evaluations and storing results for each technique should be based on a definition of the
relation between all the entities used in the evaluation process. For example one of these entities is the
user context, which is a complex concept that needs to be represented in order to understand its criteria
and be able to compare its instances between each other. We have designed and tested the following
model for representing evaluations of 3D visualization techniques for enrichment data.
Each evaluation of visualization techniques measures aspects of their usability. These measures are
related to methods of evaluation. Methods can measure different aspects having different categories
of metrics such as system performance, which is a metric for measuring the performances of the
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Figure 6. Specifications and representation of the User_Context concept.

visualization techniques in terms of optical distortion, network delay or calculations of visual rendering.
We cannot compare evaluations of techniques unless they have been driven in the same context. The
notion of user context in 3D city models is always present. We managed to extract different information
about the context description from a corpus of scientific papers that we have collected and used from
the beginning as a support for our methodology. To describe a user context we need to know about the
special configuration of the user with regards to the 3D city model and its objects [24]. We need also
information about the display situation of the 3D scene and also the level of details about the geometric
objects (textured buildings, blocks, or shapes, etc.). A user context is related to a specific city or part of
the city identified by a geoname. We consider the LOD as standard as it is a common criteria of 3D CM.
Thus, we represent the concept of user context as follows.
4.4 Compatibility rules for 3D visualization techniques
Generic axioms are used for holding the internal consistency of the ontology in terms of visualization
techniques description. For example, if we chose a 3D abstract visualization of the required data, we
are not allowed to use an output location having as shape a 3D surface and a placement (the place
where information are represented) attached to a terrain or a surface. The description of the output
location must be coherent with the description of the visual rendering and localization associated to the
enrichment data to display.
Determining compatibility rules for using visualization techniques of enrichment information in the
same user context depends on different criteria and situations. For example, in the same localization
in the 3D model, we may have three data related to the same building: (1) a short text (string type)
describing the building’s name, (2) a set of scalar values representing air quality, and (3) a set of scalar
values representing noise at the same location. Two data have the same type so they could potentially be
visualized using the same technique. But the user may be confused and take the information about air
quality as noise level and vice versa. An incompatibility rule can avoid such confusion in allowing the
same visualization technique being used only once. Another problem is related to possible occlusions.
The representation of the label data could hide or be an obstacle for viewing the other data: thus, if the
label is represented as a 3D text object it should be represented in a side or attached to the top of the
building leaving enough space for representing the scalar values of noise and air quality.
5. EVALUATION OF THE ONTOLOGY
As stated by Uschold and King [25], an ontology must be evaluated against a given frame of reference. In
our case the frame of reference is 1) the set of existing techniques, as described in the literature, and 2) a
set of “competency questions” that correspond to typical user queries. The first evaluation step consists
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Figure 7. Two techniques (ColoredTextures on the left, ColoredBalls on the right) for representing air quality
data [26].

in checking that typical visualization techniques can effectively be represented with the vocabulary
provided by the ontology. More precisely, can we collect different 3D visualization techniques and
effectively formalize them to produce a knowledge base of (evaluated) 3D visualization techniques. We
have begun the evaluation process by selecting six techniques that we consider as representative and by
describing them using the concepts formerly defined. We then defined several queries in order to select
some techniques according to some criteria.
5.1 Visualization techniques for air quality data
The techniques described in this section issue from [26]. We have created instances of the class
visualization techniques describing the criteria of these techniques and attached the data description
to the air quality issue.
5.1.1 ColoredTextures technique
This technique displays numeric values, corresponding to air quality levels relative to car traffic, as
colored textures put on the objects representing the streets in the model.
The user context is described by: street level for the display situation, a static method of rendering
and buildings textured in a level of detail LOD1. It has as input some numeric values with a 2D location.
The ColoredTextures technique (named AirQuality_Scalar_WS_2D_ColoredTextures in the
ontology) is represented as follows:
5.1.2 ColoredBalls technique
This technique displays scalar values, corresponding to air quality levels relative to car traffic, as colored
spheres put on the objects representing the streets in the model. The user context is described by: street
level or birds’ eye view for the display situation, a static method of rendering and buildings non-textured
with a level of detail LOD2.
This 3D visualization technique has as input some scalar values with a 3D location.
The ColoredBalls technique (named AirQuality_Scalar_VS_3D_ColoredBalls in our ontology) is
represented as follows:
These two visualization techniques are rendering enrichment information having different data types
for the same 3D city model and with comparable contexts. These two techniques cannot be used together
within the same 3D city model. They have a total occlusion because they use the same display space for
the visual rendering (the colored spheres hiding the colored textures in the streets).
02005-p.9
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prefix

O3DVT: <http://cui.unige.ch/isi/onto/2012/O3DVT.owl>

Individual:Ctt
Types:
:output_viz some :Colored_Textures
Facts:
:name "AirQuality_Scalar_WS_2D_ColoredTextures",
:reference "http://ambiente.lma.fi.upm.es/spca2",
:visual_attributes :Ctt_VisAtt,
:output_location :Ctt_OutLoc,
:input_data :Ctt_InData
Individual:Ctt_VisAtt
Types:
(( :fontcolor some :Font_Color)
And ( :fontsize some :Size_Dynamic)
And ( :fonttype some :Font_Type)
And ( :transparancy some :Opaque))
Facts:
:name "Colored_Object_Opaque"
Individual:Ctt_OutLoc
Types:
(( :layout_interaction some :Interaction_Adjustable)
And ( :layout_scale some :Scale_Adaptive)
And ( :layout_shape some :2D_Surface)
And ( :layout_space some :World_Space)
And ( :location some :Terrain))
Facts:
:name "Fixed_2D_World_Adjustable"
Individual:Ctt_InData
Types:
(( :datatype some :NumberType)
And ( :describes some :Air_Quality)
And ( :format some :Data_Format)
And ( :localization some :2D_Point)
And ( :datavalue some :integer))
Facts:
:name "Scalar_int_AQ"

Figure 8. Representation in Manchester (Protégé [27]) notation of the ColoredTextures technique.
Individual: AirQuality_Scalar_VS_3D_ColoedBalls
Types:
:output_viz some :Colord_Balls
Facts:
:input_data :Scalar_Tensor_AQ
:visual_attributes :Colored_Object_Opaque
:output_location :Fixed_3D_ViewPort_Adjustable

Figure 9. Representation in Manchester (Protégé) notation of the ColoredBalls technique.

5.1.3 Examples of queries
Queries can be performed to select some relevant visualization techniques from some criteria. Figure 11
gives examples of such queries. The first query (on the left) retrieves all described visualization
techniques relevant for visualizing data in the field of air quality. The second query (on the right)
retrieves all described visualization techniques (1) relevant for the visualization of numeric data in the
field of air quality and (2) having a layout technique localized in a terrain as a 2D surface.

5.2 Visualization techniques for enhancing the visibility of labels in 3D navigation maps
The techniques described in this section issue from [13] and have been developed for enhancing the
visibility of textual labels in 3D navigation maps as those labels can become occluded. Here is their
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Figure 10. Querying the knowledge base to get all the techniques responding to some criteria (in OWL).

Figure 11. Two techniques (TransparencyLabelsAura on the left, GlowingRoads on the right).

description:
– TransparencyLabelAura technique: it lets the label shine through occluding objects;
– GlowingRoads technique: it lets the roads glow through the 3D environment.
For both techniques an evaluation has been performed; the user task is to follow an itinerary.
These two techniques use the same data, which is an individual of the “Data_Description” concept
with a data type as a short text.
For TransparencyLabelAura technique, the labels create a transparent region in the occluding
objects. This is represented as a change invoked by the output location used for this technique.
For GlowingRoads technique the roads are glowing through the 3D world with a level of detail
LOD = 1. The output location description of both techniques invokes changes in the geometry of the
model.
There are two tests related to the evaluation of these techniques.
1. The first test is a benchmark evaluation aiming to evaluate the performance scalability and
suitability for real-world scenarios. The benchmark results have concluded both techniques
suitable for real-world scenarios.
2. The second test is user-based evaluation aiming to evaluate the usability, attractiveness and novelty
of the approaches. This test is based on a user study method, which can be described as follows:
User study = test of the prototype + AttrakDiff questionnaire.
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prefix O3DVT: <http://cui.unige.ch/isi/onto/2012/O3DVT.owl>
Individual:TrLabelA
Types:
:Visuaization_Technique
Facts:
:name "Transparency_Label_Aura"
Individual:GRoads
Types:
:Visuaization_Technique
Facts:
:name "Glowing_Roads"
Individual:TrLabelAEval_1
Types:
:Evaluation
Facts:
:evaluates
:TrLabelA
:context
:TrLabelCtxt
:has_test
:TrLabelTst_Performance
:has_test
:TrLabelTst_User
:uses_method
:TrLabelEvMethod
:name "Benchmark and user evaluation"
Individual:GRoadsEval_1
Types:
:Evaluation
Facts:
:evaluates
:GRoads
:GRoadsCtxt
:context
:has_test :TrLabelTst_Performance
:has_test :TrLabelTst_User
:uses_method
:GRoadsEvMethod
:name "Benchmark and user evaluation"
Individual:GRoadsTst_Performance
Types:
:Test
Facts:
:Concerns
:LabelsAuraData
:has_result
:GRoads_Performance_Res
:use_metric
:ResolutionImpact
:hardware_spec
:Intel_E8400
:name "Performance, Scalability and suitability evaluation"
Individual:GRoads_Performance_Res
Types:
:Result_Set
Facts:
:has_member
:Perf_Res_On_1024x768
:has_value “82 fps”
:has_value “performance drop:-25%”
:with_ref_to “baseline approach”
:name "Framerate evaluation"
Individual:Intel_E8400
Types:
:Hardware_Specification
Facts:
:has_processor “Intel Core 2 Duo E8400”
:has_frequence “3 Ghz CPU”
:has_RAM “4GB”
:has_graphics “NVIDIA Quadro FX 580”
:operating_system “Windows XP SP3”

Figure 12. Excerpt from the description of TransparencyLabelsAura and GlowingRoads evaluation results [13].

The user evaluation results revealed that both methods improve significantly the usability and overall
attractiveness [13].
6. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
In this paper we address the problem related to the visualization of enriched 3D city models, by
proposing an ontology-based approach intended to help a designer of such models to choose the relevant
visualization techniques in terms of usability. The ontology – and its associated knowledge base – are
used to represent the various 3D visualization techniques associated to the potentially heterogeneous
enrichment data. Such an approach (1) enables a common description of visualization techniques
that can emanate not only from the urban field but from other fields such as 3D video games, (2)
provides a formalized description that can be used to select automatically relevant techniques from the
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description of the data to display and from a set of specific criteria, taking in account the compatibility or
incompatibility between techniques. We consider as hypothesis that the representation of the geometric
objects in the 3D CM are already done. There is also a link between the 3D CM data format and the
enrichment information format. The proposed techniques for a specific 3D CM should not be incoherent
with its level of detail; otherwise we can state or activate the option that the visualization technique’s
implementation can induce changes in the 3D CM.
As it is difficult to know in advance the usability of a technique in a particular context, evaluations
about the use of the visualization techniques are also represented in the ontology. It is not a simple task
for a 3D UI designer to choose the right evaluation method for testing the usability of his visualization
technique. At this stage of our research we are not intending to propose evaluation methods for each
technique. However this is possible using our methodology. We need only to add domain-based rules
about evaluations on top of the descriptions of evaluation approaches that are available in the knowledge
base.
We began the evaluation of the ontology by formally representing several representative 3D
visualization techniques. We plan to continue populating the knowledge base with more techniques.
Although useful, evaluations about techniques may be inexistent, even for visualization techniques
frequently used in 3D GIS. Thus we plan to perform by ourselves some evaluations that will be entered
into the knowledge base. We also plan to define a user-friendly interface allowing the designer of a 3D
visualization technique to describe his/her techniques using forms and to query the knowledge base by
means of keywords and checklists.

The work described in this paper is part of the research “Designing and evaluating 3D knowledge visualization
techniques for urban planning” funded by the Swiss “Secrétariat d’état à la recherche” (SER No C10.0150)
in relation with the COST Action TU0801 “Semantic enrichment of 3D city models for sustainable urban
development”.
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